
University of Problems 
Walkthrough (v0.7.0) 

Includes:  
- general walkthrough 
- optimal answers for PVU Pics and PVU Chat 
- instructions on how to unlock pictures in PVU Lewd, and extra scenes from Extended 

version 
 

First meeting with Rachel. Eric says: “…just look at this sexy milf.” 

1) Fully agree  + 1 LUST 

2) Restrained  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

 

Talking to Carol on the bed. Carol says: “Where did you hit?...” 

1) Answer honestly  + 1 CAROL 

2) Joke  Nothing 

 

Carol is about to leave. Carol says: “Okay, once again, I'm sorry for my impudence...” 

1) Ask for a favor  + 1 CAROL 

2) Keep silent  Nothing 

 

Carol during a tour of the campus. Carol says: “Well, we are close to the end…” 

1) Flirt  + 2 CAROL 

2) Joke  + 1 CAROL and + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

 

Carol asks about the fraternity. Carol says: “Are you going to try to join the fraternity?” 

1) I do not know  Nothing 

2) Nope  + 1 CAROL and + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

 

After the tour 

1) Turn around  + 1 LUST  

and if Carol = 4  + 1 CAROL 

2) Waste no time  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 



 

Close the door or not? 

1) Yes  Nothing  

2) No  2 scenes with Carol and + 1 LUST / + 1 CAROL 

 

Training with Natalie. Natalie says: “What about you, MC. Aren't you tired yet?” 

1) I thought this was just a warm up  + 1 STRENGHT and + 1 NATALIE  

2) Just a little  Nothing 

 

Roxy leaves the gym. 

1) Stare  + 1 LUST and + 1 NATALIE (you're hooked)  

2) Restrain  Nothing 

 

Naked Roxy in the locker room. Roxy says: “Stop whining. If you don't want to…” 

1) Respond in kind (required LUST >= 3)  + 1 ROXY and unlock the first path of lewd scene #3 

2) Try to smooth  Nothing and unlock the second path of lewd scene #3 

 

Game to meet girls (you can only ask two questions). 

1) Who you're talking to   + 1 CAROL or + 1 ASHLEY or + 1 YUKI 

 

Carol after the game. Carol says: “I hope you enjoyed the evening.” 

1) Pleasant company   + 1 CAROL + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

2) Beautiful company  + 1 LUST 

 

Test. 

1914, Dallas, England, Johannes Gutenberg, Hadrian, Marco Polo 

1) 2 or more correct answer  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

2) 4 or more correct answer  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

3) 6 correct answer  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

(+ 3 INTELLIGENCE MAX) 

 

 



 

 

Rachel carries heavy boxes. Rachel says: “Phew... It's hard...” 

1) Heavy things (required INTELLIGENCE > 3)  + 1 RACHEL 

2) Say nothing  Nothing 

 

During the massage. MC says: “I don't know... Maybe I just have a talent?” 

1) Compliment (required INTELLIGENCE > 4)  + 1 RACHEL 

2) Continue  Nothing 

 

END OF V0.1 

 

MC says: “I still have some time. Ashley said to come by 2 p.m.” 

1) Come early  Carol, Yuki and Ashley locker room event 

2) Walk around the campus  Probably Roxy event in the sorority house 

 

Sorority house. Roxy says: “Ha-ha. Calm down, [name]. I'm kidding.” 

1) Laugh  + 1 ROXY 

2) Indignant  Nothing 

 

Sorority house. Roxy says: “Come on. Come inside. I'm the only one here.” 

1) Accept  Roxy event 

2) No, thanks  Carol, Yuki and Ashley locker room event 

 

Sorority house. Roxy says: “Come on. I know you liked it…” 

1) Positively  + 1 ROXY 

2) Seriously  Nothing 

 

Sorority house. MC says: “You're lucky.” 

1) If you had sex with Roxy in the shower  Roxy teases MS further 

2) If not  End of this event 

 



 

Girls locker room. MC says: “Fuck! This is the locker room!” 

1) Peek  Carol, Yuki and Ashley locker room event 

Choice with phone: It only affects the end of the event. 

2) Restrain  Skip this event 

 

Cheerleading. Ashley says: “Damn... It pisses me off. As if she sees in me a rival...” 

1) Offend Carol  + 1 ASHLEY 

2) Say nothing  nothing 

 

Cheerleading. MC thinks: “Fuck... I didn't really see anything.” 

1) Both beauties  + 1 CAROL and + 1 YUKI 

2) Praise Carol  + 2 CAROL 

3) Praise Yuki  + 2 YUKI 

 

Massage cabinet. Yuki says: “Last year, I was barely…” 

1) You're beauty  + 1 YUKI and + 1 LUST 

2) You're good  + 1 YUKI and + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

3) Say nothing  nothing 

 

IF YOU KNOW ABOUT YUKI PROBLEMS WITH STUDY  

Massage cabinet. MC says: “Thank you, I'll take note.” 

1) additional dialogue   + 1 YUKI 

 

Work with Rachel. Rachel says: “Everything is fine...” 

1) Insist nothing 

2) Not insist  + 1 RACHEL and + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

 

  



 

An important plot fork in Rachel's story. 

if RACHEL >= 2: 

Work with Rachel. Rachel says: “[name], tell me, what could be the reason?” 

1) Support  + 1 RACHEL (POINT #1) 

2) Indifferently  You missed this beauty  

 

Work with Rachel. MC thinks: “It looks like she's really bad.” 

1) Look at the chest  + 1 LUST 

2) Not look  nothing  

if RACHEL < 2: 

You missed this beauty. 

 

Sorority house with Mortimo. MC thinks: “So that's who Carol avoids so much...” 

1) I'm not participating  You skip this event 

2) I'm staying  You will look at what is happening. 

 

An important plot fork in Carol's story. 

If CAROL >= 7: 

MC room with Carol. Carol says: “[name]... I... I'm not a whore...” 

1) Support Carol  keep going (POINT #2) 

2) Say nothing  You missed this gorgeous girl  

 

MC room with Carol. Carol says: “I guess I really am a slut. 

1) Cheerfully  only the actions of the MS change 

2) Gently  only the actions of the MS change 

If CAROL < 7: 

You missed this gorgeous girl. 

 

 

 



 

Ashley and sorority. MC thinks: “Abby will definitely not miss her...” 

1) Help Ashley   Good choice (Lead to lewd scene) 

2) Not my problem  Nothing 

 

Ashley and sorority. MC thinks: “Oh, shit. What should I do now?” 

1) Get inside   Good choice (Lead to lewd scene) 

2) Not risk  Nothing 

 

Ashley and sorority. MC thinks: “Only in the place of that girl is Ashley.” 

1) *Skip*   Just skipping a scene. Technically, you didn't leave Ashley alone. 

2) *Look* Event starts 

 

If you have POINT #2:  

Carol in cafe. “Quit HSL” 

1) I will help   + 1 CAROL 

2) Keep silent  nothing 

 

Carol in cafe. “About Ashley” 

1) I wasn't there   nothing 

2) I was just eavesdropping  - 1 CAROL 

3) I was peeking   - 2 CAROL 

There may be consequences in the future. 

 

MC and Carol in the corridor. MC: “I think this is my chance, but...” 

1) Invite her to your place   Carol will spend a couple of days with the MC (POINT #3).  

2) Don't rush nothing (will lead to a slower development of the relationship with Carol) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

If you have POINT #3:  

Carol sleep with MC. 

1) Hug Carol   + 1 CAROL 

2) Don't risk  Nothing 

 

Carol lies in the MC's bed in the morning 

1) A kiss on the cheek   + 1 CAROL 

2) Kiss Carol's butt  + 1 LUST 

3) Not kiss   nothing 

 

Natalie in the fitness room 

1) Stay   The event will continue 

2) Leave  End of the event. In the future, you may miss this redheaded milf 

 

Rachel on the street 

1) Yeah, I'm free   The event will continue (point #4) 

2) No, I have things to do  In the future, you may miss this beauty 

 

If you have POINT #4:  

Rachel in the car 

1) It was right   + 1 RACHEL 

2) You're probably right nothing 

 

MC in Rachel’s apartments 

1) If relationship with Rachel >= 5  

or if you supported Rachel a couple of days ago   lead to MASSAGE SCENE #2 

2) Else End of this event 

 

Massage scene #2 

1) Go to the thighs  nothing 

2) Not risk  + 1 RACHEL 

 



 

Party events 

Carol on the party 

1) POINT #3 + you followed Ashley to the HSL house    Dialogue version #1 

2) POINT #3  Dialogue version #2 

3) You didn’t get POINT #3 and you didn't help Ashley  Dialogue version #3 

 

Nikki on the party 

1) One for life    Nikki's disappointed in you 

2) Nymphomaniacs? Hell yeah!  + 1 NIKKI 

 

Ashley on the party 

If you agreed to help Ashley to the HSL house: 

1) Mention yesterday  nothing, but you will show your concern 

2) Don't talk about yesterday  + 1 ASHLEY 

3) Don't start this conversation  nothing 

If you didn't agree to help Ashley to the HSL house: 

1) Nothing 

 

Roxy on the party 

If Roxy gave you a blow job in the shower OR you spent time with her in the HSL house: 

1) Continue this conversation  Jump “Roxy party sex” 

2) Away from the answer  Roxy mad at you 

Else: Roxy mad at you 

 

Roxy party sex 

1) Go further (If Roxy gave you a blow job in the shower)    Little bonus from Roxy 

2) Don't risk  The event will continue 

 

 

 

 



 

Roxy after party sex (only if you spent time with her in the HSL house) 

1) Ask about it  + 1 ROXY 

2) Say nothing  nothing 

 

Eric on the party 

1) Refuse    nothing 

2) Play along  There will be opportunities in the future 

 

Sara on the party 

1) Help Sara   You'll get a little closer to Sara and jump to “Sara after party” (POINT #5) 

2) Retreat  You lost the opportunity to build a relationship with Sara 

 

If you have POINT #5:  

Sara after party. Sara says: “Oh, I'm sorry. I…” 

If you followed Ashley to the HSL house: 

1) Try to lighten the mood  + 1 SARA 

2) Seriously  nothing 

Else: 

1) Sara and MC sitting in silence 

 

Ashley after party 

Just event without important choices 

 

  



 

If you have POINT #3:  

Little chat with Carol after party 

Just event without important choices 

 

Carol giving MC a blowjob. Carol says: “Alright. Come to your senses…” 

1) Can I come with you?   + 1 CAROL 

2) Say nothing  nothing 

 

A serious conversation with Carol about her lies. MC: “It's not as easy as…” 

1) Ask         a) I forgive her  + 1 CAROL  a1) I love you already  + 1 CAROL and + 1 LOVE 

                                                                         a2) Don't rush it  nothing 

               b) I don't forgive her  Step to the end of the relationship 

2) Don't ask  nothing 

v.0.2.5 starts here 

Event with messages 

The number of possible messages depends on who you are developing a relationship with 

Ashley: If you had a tough conversation at a party: 1) “Good morning. Do you even…”  - 1 ASHLEY 

                                                                               2) “Good morning. How are…”  + 1 ASHLEY 

In other cases  nothing 

 

Rachel: Any message  + 1 RACHEL 

Carol: nothing 

Sara: If you have POINT #5  + 1 SARA + lead to event with her 

Natalie: Any message  + 1 NATALIE 

Roxy: If you had sex with her at a party: 1) “Hey, my favorite fuck…”  - 1 ROXY 

                                                               2) “Morning, Roxy…”  + 1 ROXY 

In other cases  nothing 

 

Yuki: Any message  + 1 Yuki + lead to event with her 

 

 



 

Sara and MC talking about Ashley. Sara says: “That would be great. But…” 

1) Of course, I'm willing to help / I'm ready to try   + 1 SARA and + POINT #6 

2) I've done enough already / Ashley is an adult now  nothing 

 

If you are developing a relationship with Carol:  

Carol and MC in the bed. Carol says: “But I'm sorry about that.” 

1) Try to persuade (required CAROL >= 13)   + 1 CAROL and “Clothing shop” event 

2) Do not insist  + 1 CAROL 

3) The answer is simpler  nothing 

 

Carol and MC in the Clothing shop. 

If you have POINT #3    Carol will show you a little more than just a dress. 

 
Marco in the club.  

If you have POINT #5  event with “Nat + Sasha” 

 

Nat + Sasha. Natalie says: “Sit down, you'll dilute...” 

1) Agree   You'll meet Sasha. Event continues (POINT #7) 

2) Refuse  nothing 

 

Nat + Sasha. Sasha says: “Mmm... Go ahead.” 

1) Tell me something about yourself  Compliment  + 1 SASHA 

                                                                                           Continue  nothing 

2) How did you meet?  + 1 NATALIE 

3) Finish with no other questions asked  lost POINT #7 

Nat + Sasha. Sasha says: “Do you like student life?” 

1) Look  + 1 SASHA 

2) Don't look  nothing 

  



 

Kim in the club. “???” says: “Thanks.” 

1) Ask  You'll meet Kim  a) Agree  Sex scene + morning scene 

                                                                        b) Refuse  nothing (A possible videocall with Carol) 

2) Go home  nothing (A possible videocall with Carol) 

 

Sex with Kim. Kim says: “Mmm... How have you endured all this time?” 

1) Fuck her  You’ll fuck her 

2) Try Kim's taste (required LUST > 5)  You’ll fuck her, but first you will make her cunnilingus 

 

Video call with Carol (part 1). Only if you develop a relationship with her. 

MC: "It's not too late. Maybe I should call Carol?" 

1) Call  + 1 CAROL  if CAROL > 12  video call (part 2) 

                                                                     else  nothing 

2) Didn’t call  nothing 

 

Video call with Carol (part 2) 

MC: "It's not too late. Maybe I should call Carol?" 

if CAROL > 15 and she showed her lingerie in fitting room: 

You will have a choice: 

1) Remember the fitting room  Small bonus from Carol 

2) Don't remember  video call (part 3) 

 

Video call with Carol (part 3) 

MC: " Ehh... Okay." 

1) Sleep tight  nothing 

2) Love you (required CAROL LOVE > 0)  + 1 CAROL 

 

 
  



 

Event with MC’s thoughs 

The number of possible though depends on who you are developing a relationship with. 

Then there are three possible events: one with Yuki and two with Sara. 

Events are only available if you develop a relationship with these girls. 

 

Yuki room. MC: “Is it worth going even further?” 

1) Try it  + POINT #8 

2) Don't try it  nothing 

 

Sara room. MC: “But I think today is my chance to take…” 

1) Take Sara out for a jog  lead to “Jog with Sara” + POINT #9 

2) Don't do it  nothing 

         

        If you have POINT #9:  

Jog with Sara. MC: “Well... How do I respond?” 

1) You need a company  - 1 SARA 

2) You're an interesting person + 2 SARA 

3) You need protection  + 1 SARA 

4) I don't know  nothing 

If you have POINT #6:  Additional event with Sara in the cafe 

 
Nikki in the her studio (only if you replied on her message). 

Selecting a question during a dialogue with Nikki 

"What do you usually draw?”  "A little" required intelligence >= 8  + 1 NIKKI 

 

End of the v0.2.5 

  



 

Rachel in hospital 

1) If you didn't calm Rachel down when she was crying, then you got a BAD ending with Rachel. 

2) If you've calmed her down + POINT #10 

 
        If you have POINT #10:  

Rachel asked why the MC was in the hospital: 

1) Tell the truth  + 1 RACHEL (There may be consequences) 

2) Not telling the truth  nothing 

The MC is looking for a laptop: 

1) If you called Rachel right away.  + 2 INTELLIGENCE 

2) If you rummaged through her room once  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

3) If you rummaged through her room twice or more  nothing 

 

        If you don't have POINT #10:  

First dialogue with nurse (Emma): 

1) Go to the campus  Campus free roam 

2) Keep silent  END of v0.3.0 

 

Campus free roam events 

Any interaction / dialogue gives one point of time 

Dialogue with Sara: 

If you have POINT #9: 

nothing  

If you have POINT #9 and POINT #6: 

1) Tell the truth  + 1 SARA LOVE 

2) Don't tell  nothing 

If you have POINT #6: 

1) Tell the truth  + 2 SARA 

2) Don't tell  nothing 

 



 

Dialogue with Nikki: 

If you spent time with her in her studio  + 1 NIKKI and she will ask you for help in preparing for 

the exhibition 

If you haven't spent time with her in her studio  nothing 

 

Dialogue with Yuki. MC says: “In the women's bathroom?” 

1) Sort it out  nothing (There may be consequences) 

2) Do not interfere  nothing 

Anyway + 1 YUKI 

 

Dialogue with Roxy in hallway (If you answered Roxy's message after the party): 

1) Don't waste time  nothing (There may be consequences) 

2) Continue  +1 ROXY  Anal play with Roxy 

 

Anal play with Roxy: 

1) Deny  nothing 

2) Show who's in charge here  

(required STRENGTH >= 1 and LUST > 6 and you had sex with Roxy at the party)   +1 ROXY LOVE 

 

If you looked at a girl in pink g-string  + 1 LUST 

 

Free roam end: 

If you have POINT #10: 

RACHEL 

1) You have more than 5 points of time  -1 RACHEL 

2) You have 5 and more than 2 points of time  nothing  

3) You have less than 4 points of time  +1 RACHEL 

If you don't have POINT #10:  

NURSE 

1) You have more than 4 points of time  END of v0.3.0 

2) Else  Second dialogue with nurse (Emma) 



 

After campus free roam: 

If you have POINT #10 (Rachel path): 

Work with Rachel. MC thinks: “Heck. And when will this next time be?” 

1) Persuade  nothing 

2) Do not insist  You can do a more interesting massage later 

Evening with Rachel  

Any choice gives one point of time (POT) 

Watch TV  

If POT not equal 1: only MC’s thoughts 

If POT = 1: 

1) If you didn't massage Rachel while she was working  Offer a massage again  massage 

                                                                           Do not offer  nothing 

2) If you massage Rachel while she was working  nothing 

Have a snack  

only variation dialogues and images 

Take a shower  

If POT not equal 2: nothing 

If POT = 2:  Spying on Rachel scene 

Go to sleep  

only variation dialogues and images (END of v0.3.0) 

Spying on Rachel scene: 

1) Peek on Rachel  + 1 LUST 

2) Take shower  +1 INTELLIGENCE 

 

Evening massage with Rachel 

Any choice gives one point of massage (POM) 

If POM = 4: End of massage 

Thighs 

If POM < 3 or RACHEL < 10: Rachel won't let you massage her thighs. 

If POM = 3 and RACHEL >= 10: Rachel's soft thighs are at your mercy 

 



 

If you didn’t have POINT #10: 

 Second dialogue with nurse (Emma) (after returning from campus) 

1) Introduce yourself  Evening event with Emma 

2) Don't do it  END of v0.3.0 

 

Evening event with Emma. Emma says: “Good things come in small packages.” 

1) Go for broke (required LUST >= 6)  Emma handjob + blowjob 

2) End the conversation  END of v0.3.0 

 

End of the v0.3.0 
If you have POINT #10 (Rachel path): 

Rachel and her ex-husband (Alfred) 

1) Use intelligence (required INTELLIGENCE > 6)   Best choice + 2 RACHEL and without 

problems with Alfred in future 

2) Use strength (required STRENGTH > 0)   + 1 RACHEL and problems with Alfred in future 

3) Try something  + 1 RACHEL and problems with Alfred in future 

 

Rachel and MC on couch after 

If you used “Intelligence” in previous event  + 1 RACHEL LOVE 

 

MC cooking breakfast 

1) About divorce  + 1 RACHEL 

2) What to do next?  

if you used “Intelligence” in “Rachel and her ex-husband” event  everything okay 

else  she said about  

 

Rachel in towel 

1) Turn away (required LUST <= 10)   + 1 RACHEL 

2) Keep watching  nothing 

 



Jump to Basketball event 

 

If you didn’t have POINT #10: v0.3.5 starts here. 

 

Basketball event 

Nothing important, just small mini game 

 

If you have POINT #8 (chat with Yuki about erotic massage): 

First Yuki erotic massage. MC thinks: “Fuck! I should have prepared...” 

1) Come up with something (required INTELLIGENCE > 6)  + 1 YUKI 

2) Get away from the question  nothing (You’ll have another chance in future updates) 

 

Sasha and MC’s problems. Sasha says: “So, now ask your questions…” 

Nothing important, but made your choice about what problem you want to resolve carefully 

 

If you agreed with her conditions  Jump to “Sasha first payment” and + 1 LUST + 1 SASHA 

If not  Jump to “Carol arrive” (Carol path) or “Ashley last talk” (without Carol path but if you agreed 

to help Ash) or “END of the v0.3.5” (if you don’t following Carol or Ash paths) 

 

Sasha first payment. Sasha says: “Do you want to continue…” 

1)  “Continue”  + 1 LUST and + 1 SASHA (Sasha appreciate it and give you a little bonus)  

2) “Finish”  nothing 

 

If you have POINT #3 (Carol path): 

Carol arrive. Carol says: “I'm so glad to see you” 

1) Lift Carol up (required STRENGTH > 2)  + 1 CAROL  

2) Continue  nothing 

Carol says: “Then how about tonight?” 

1) Agree  Date in v0.3.5 

2) Postpone date  Date in future updates (same date, this option for players who don’t 

want to develop relationship too fast) 

 

 



 

 

If you have POINT #3 (Carol path): 

Carol MC room. Carol is interested in what happened while she was away 

1) Tell her about the hospital  You told the truth 

2) Don't tell her  You lied (there are possible consequences if the MC told Carol about her 

lies, with the help of which she spent 2 days in the MC's room) 

 

If you didn't agree to help Ashley and decided to postpone your date with Carol, then this is 

the END of v0.3.5 

If you have POINT #6 (Ashley path):  

 Ashley last talk. MC says: “To begin with, I don't understand why a...” 

1) ...beauty like you...  bad 

2) ..smart girl like you...  good 

3) ...popular girl like you...  bad 

Ashley last talk. MC thinks: “It looks like Abby has completely messed up her head.” 

1) Tell her everything (If you saw what Abby did to Ashley at the sorority house)  

 If you agreed to help Sara and develop a relationship with her  GOOD 

else  Ashley will stop communicating with the MC and become part of the sorority 

2) Trick her (required INTELLIGENCE > 8)  GOOD (perfect variant) 

3) Stop  end relationship with Ash 

 

If you didn’t have POINT #3 (Carol path): END of v.0.3.5 

If you have POINT #3 (Carol path): 

Carol date sex part 1. MC thinks: “Mmm... We've been waiting for this for so long” 

1) Lick her (required LUST > 8 and You should have called Carol to stay in your room for a 

couple of nights)  + 1 Carol ORGASM 

2) Continue  Jump to “Carol date sex part 2” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

If you have POINT #3 (Carol path): 

Carol date sex part 2. Carol moans: “I... mmhhaaa... I can't wait anymore...” 

1) Don't tease Carol  END of the v0.3.5 

2) Tease her  + 1 LUST and jump to “Carol date sex part 3” 

 

Carol date sex part 3 

1) If you lick every part of her body and only then choose "Tease her pussy (Continue)"  + 1 

CAROL and + 1 Carol ORGASM 

2) Else  END of the v0.3.5 

 

start of the v0.4.0 

 
If Roxy gave you a blowjob in the shower or you had sex with her at the party: 

Roxy before lecture blowjob. MC thinks: "If someone notices, nothing good's..." 

1) Stop her  +1 INTELLIGENCE (There may be good consequences) 

2) Continue  +1 LUST and + 1 ROXY (jump to Roxy lecture blowjob) 

 

Roxy lecture blowjob. Roxy thinks: "Mmm... Thick morning spunk." 

1) Rough deep throat  if Roxy LOVE > 0 or REL >= 6  - 2 ROXY and + 1 Roxy hard submission 

                                          else  end relationships with Roxy 

2) Don't disturb Roxy  + 1 ROXY 

Roxy after lecture blowjob. 

If you choose “Rough deep throat”  1st variant of dialogue (nothing) 

If you choose “Don't disturb Roxy”  2nd variant of dialogue 

2nd variant: Roxy says: “It's complete shit, isn't it?” 

1) I like the new style  + 1 ROXY 

2) The old style was better  nothing 

 



         
        If you have POINT #6 (Ashley path):  

If you “Tell her everything” in the “Ashley last talk” and you had a jog with Sara  1st 

variant of the Ashley event 

If you “Trick her” in the “Ashley last talk”  2nd variant of the Ashley event 

Else  without this event 

 

Event with Vlad, Zac, Lexi 

About Vlad’s aunt. MC thinks: " And did Vlad know that she would humiliate me…." 

1) Ask  Vlad will told MC about it (There may be consequences) 

2) Don't ask  nothing  (There may be consequences) 

 

MC and Vlad’s car. MC thinks: "I want to try it out" 

1) Take a ride now  Jump to “Night ride” 

2) Relax in the club  Jump to “Second club chat with Kim” 

 

Second club chat with Kim 

If you didn’t have sex with Kim  nothing. Jump to “Night ride” 

Else  Jump to “Second club chat with Kim - lounge” 

 

Second club chat with Kim – lounge. Kim says: "How do you like the back?" 

1) Continue  +1 LUST and + 1 KIM  

if you “Tried Kim’s taste” in the “Sex with Kim”  Full lounge scene 

else  jump to “Second club chat with Kim – club bathroom” 

2) Stop her  nothing. Jump to “Night ride” 

 

Second club chat with Kim – club bathroom 

If you develop relationships with Sara  Phone rings: 

1) Pick up the phone  - 1 KIM and jump to “Sara pool’s locker room” 

2) Refuse call  + 1 KIM and finish sex and END relationships with Sara 

Else  Full sex scene and jump to “Looking for dirt on the president #1” 

 



 

Night ride 

If you develop relationships with Sara  Sara call. Jump to “Sara pool’s locker room” 

Else  jump to “Looking for dirt on the president #1” 

If you have POINT #9 (Sara jog): 

Sara pool’s locker room. MC thinks: "But first I need to take care of Sara... " 

1) Peek  + 1 LUST 

2) Don't look  + 1 SARA and + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

Little chat with Sara at the dorm. Sara says: " Can I spend some more time with you? " 

1) If Sara LOVE > 0  Sara fall asleep in the MC’s bed and jump to “Looking for dirt on the 

president #1” 

2) Else  nothing and jump to “Looking for dirt on the president #1” 

 

Looking for dirt on the president #1. MC thinks: " So, I think this evening I will be 

able to master one of the directions. " 

1) Choose direction carefully  End of the v0.4.0 

or 

2) Search for something interesting  you failed 1st Vlad’s mission and jump to “Rachel night 

relax” 

 

Rachel night relax. MC thinks: " Looks like I could take a look and see what she's doing. " 

1) Peek  + 1 LUST (There may be consequences) and little erotic scene with Rachel 

2) Don't peek  End of the v0.4.0 

 

start of the v0.4.5 
        If Sara stayed the night in the MC's room. 

“About Ashley”:  

1) if in “Ashley last talk” you choose “Tell her everything” and you always agreed to help 

Sara  1st variant of dialogue  + 1 SARA (good path) 

2) if in “Ashley last talk” you choose “Tell her everything” and you didn’t help Sara with Ash 

problem  2nd variant of dialogue  nothing (probably bad path) 



3) if in “Ashley last talk” you choose “Trick her” 3rd variant of dialogue  + 3 SARA 

(perfect path) 

4) another variants  nothing (End Ashley’s story) 

“About last night”:  

+ 1 SARA 

 

After the end of the school day, there are three main events: video call with Roxy, 

tennis with Sara, Yuki erotic massage #2, and events with Rachel.  

If you develop relationships with all of them, then the events will follow each other. 

If you don't develop a relationship with Sara, then start with Roxy and after that 

jump to Yuki erotic massage #2 and so on. 

 

        If you saw Roxy with an anal plug in the dorm and if you let her suck MC’s cock at a 

lecture, but without “Rough deep throat” 

Video call with Roxy 

 

If you have help Sara in the pool’s locker room: 

Sara tennis. Sara says: "I don't know..." 

1) Act with affection  + 2 SARA (Love Route) 

2) Act like a friend  + 1 SARA (Friends Route) 

 

If you agreed to an erotic massage for Yuki: 

Another erotic massage for Yuki 

1) If the MC screwed up the previous time  Jump to “First Yuki erotic massage” 

2) Else  Jump to “Yuki erotic massage #2” 

Yuki erotic massage #2 

+ 1 YUKI in any way 

 

 

 
 



 

If the MC was next to Rachel after the scene with her ex-husband  Jump to “MC wants 

to call Rachel” 

If there is no relationship with Rachel, but the hero visited Nikki's studio  Jump to 

“Nikki studio #2” 

If there is no relationship with either Rachel or Nikki  jump to “End v0.4.5” 

 

MC wants to call Rachel 

1) If the MC visited Nikki's studio  Nikki calls MC  

                           if “Yes”  Jump to “Nikki studio #2” 

                                                    if “No”  Jump to “Rachel clothing shop” 

2) Else  Jump to “Rachel clothing shop” 

 

Nikki studio #2. Nikki asks: " Do you want to know more?" 

1) Yes  + 1 NIKKI and another question  “Yes”  + 1 NIKKI and storyline with her 

                                                                       “No”  possible storyline with her 

2) No  nothing 

If you are developing a relationship with Rachel, then after this event, jump to "Rachel at the 

party" 

If not  jump to “End v0.4.5” 

 

Events with Rachel: 

Rachel clothing shop. MC choosing bath suit for Rachel 

1) First  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

2) Second  + 1 RACHEL 

3) Third  + 1 LUST 

4) They all look good on you  + 2 RACHEL and she choose second bath suit 

The choice of a swimsuit will affect the further history. 

After this event, jump to "Rachel at the party" 

 

 

 



Rachel at the party 

At this stage, there is a small branching of the Rachel story. Most likely, this will affect 2-3 

events in future updates. 

If in a conversation with her ex-husband, the MC used intelligence  Jump to “Rachel 

before nude massage” 

If in a conversation with her ex-husband, the hero used force or did nothing  Jump to 

“Drunk Rachel” 

 

Rachel before nude massage. After party Rachel says: “Ugh... I'm so tired...” 

1) Offer a massage  + 1 RACHEL and jump to “Rachel nude massage” (Love Route) 

2) Leave Rachel  nothing (Friends Route) jump to “End v0.4.5” 

 

Rachel nude massage 

Each part of the body gives + 1 massage point (max 5) 

If before the "Upper thighs (End)" you scored: 

5 points  + 3 RACHEL 

> 2 points  + 2 RACHEL 

<= 2 points  + 1 RACHEL 

Jump to “End v0.4.5” 

 

Drunk Rachel. Rachel says: “Can you kish me goodnight..?” 

1) Kiss Rachel  + 1 RACHEL LOVE (Love Route) 

2) Don't kiss  nothing, without next day trouble (Love Route) 

Jump to “End v0.4.5” 

 

End v0.4.5 

1) If the MC stayed with a drunk Rachel  nothing 

2) If the MC finished the day in his room  He will continue to search for information on 

Pollard in the previously selected direction (If you did not choose direction but decided to 

hack Rachel's computer, then the MC will start looking for information, but which one you 

will choose in the next updates) 

End of  the v0.4.5 



 

start of the v0.5.0 
If the MC was staying with a drunk Rachel  Morning event with Rachel and after jump to 

“Sasha call” 

Else  Jump to “Sasha call” 
 

Sasha Call 

1) If the MC agreed to help from Sasha  Small phone call scene  If the MC agrees to 

continue the payments – Jump to “Sasha second payment” (MC meet Mary). If not, jump to 

“Update 0.5.0 events” (Acquaintance with Mary may be needed in the future to search for 

compromising material on Pollard). 

2) Else  Jump to “Update 0.5.0 events” 

 

Sasha second payment. MC thoughts: "Well, at least it seems all this isn't in vain." 

1) Try your best  + 1 SASHA, + 1 LUST, + 1 Payment to Sasha  Mary offers to lick her ass   

 

 Submit (req >= 10 LUST)  + 1 SASHA, + 1 LUST, + 1 Payment to Sasha 

                   Refuse  Nothing 

2) Take it easy  + 1 Payment to Sasha 

Jump to “Update 0.5.0 events” 

 

Update 0.5.0 events. MC in his room. 

All the following events will follow each other. Look at the requirements for events and 

moving through the walkthrough to "Looking for dirt on the president #2" 

1) Rachel hangover phone call (Only if MC had an event with a drunk Rachel) 

2) Carol and Yuki small secret (Only if the MC did a massage for Yuki) 

3) Ashley new cheerleader outfit and Ashley with the girls on the locker room (Only if Ashley is 

still communicating with the MC and if MC helped Sara in the pool) 

4) Sara library/park events (Only if the MC played tennis with Sara) 

5) Natalie and Mallory yoga session (Only if the MC is still training with Nat) 

6) Carol + Abby (Only if the MC is interested in Carol) 

 



 
Rachel hangover phone call. Rachel says: “Can you kish me goodnight..?” 

1) If the MC stayed with a drunk Rachel and RACHEL <= 13  Bad version of the event (Love 

Route will end) 

2) If the MC stayed with a drunk Rachel and RACHEL > 13   Good version with a sexy bonus 

3) If MC left drunk Rachel without kiss  Good version with a little sexy bonus 

 

Carol and Yuki small secret. 

No choices, you just learn new opportunities for further relationships. 

 

Ashley new cheerleader outfit. Ashley says: “Yep, but tell me the truth.” 

1) Cool  + 1 LUST 

2) Too reveal  + 1 INTELLIGENCE and + 1 ASHLEY 

3) Decide for yourself  + 2 ASHLEY 

 

Sara library/park events. The MC asks questions: 

1) About the upcoming weekend  nothing, this is mandatory question 

2) Ask about future plans  + 1 SARA 

3) About study  + 1 SARA 

4) Finish  if Love Route  Sara hugs the MC and there will be another small dialogue 

                              if Friends Route  nothing 

 

Ashley with the girls on the locker room. 

No choices, you just learn new opportunities for further relationships. 

 

Natalie and Mallory yoga session. Nat says: “(Whisper) Or enjoy the moment.” 

1) Accept the offer  + 1 LUST, + 1 NATALIE 

2) Refuse  nothing 

 

 

 

 



 

Carol + Abby. MC thoughts: “What the hell is going on?” 

1) Intervene  'Aglocville lights' (if you got the Sasha’s help)  Abby will leave Carol this time 

                              Video dirt on Abby (if INTELLIGENCE > 8)  

                                                           Ashley at the sorority house  Abby will leave Carol this time 

                                                           Remember about Lexi  Abby will leave Carol this time 

                                                           Continue  nothing 

                              Back off  nothing 

2) Listen to Carol  nothing 

Carol after. Carol says: “I don't want to talk about it...” 

1) Insist  if CAROL <= 7 and there was no date  BAD 

                if the MC and Carol had a date  neutral 

                             if CAROL > 7 and there was no date  - 7 CAROL 

2) Do not insist  + 3 CAROL 

 

Looking for dirt on the president #2. 

If the MC didn’t spy on Rachel through her laptop a couple of days ago, then you can choose the 

direction in which the MC was working at that time. 

After that, you can choose which direction to work in again or choose the opportunity to spy on 

Ashley. If MC spy on Ashley, then he get a + 1 LUST 

End of  the v0.5.0 

 

 start of the v0.5.5 
Morning.  

1) If you are developing a relationship with Rachel, then jump to "Rachel update 0.5.5" 

2) If not jump to "Update 0.5.5 events" 

 

Rachel update 0.5.5. Little conversation while working 

1) “Why were you drunk?” and “About an ex” available only if you haven't sorted out Rachel's 

ex-husband  nothing 

2) About vacation  + 1 RACHEL 

3) Work (End)  jump to "Rachel sex massage #1" 



 

Rachel sex massage #1 

 nothing, just a "Memories" scene  jump to "Update 0.5.5 events" 

 

Update 0.5.5 events. 

All the following events will follow each other. Look at the requirements for events and moving 

through the walkthrough to "Vlad’s group meeting #2" 

1) Carol serious talk (Only if the MC is interested in Carol) 

2) Yuki erotic massage #3  (Only if the MC did a massage for Yuki) 

3) Ashley want to know about sex stuff (Only if Ashley is still communicating with the MC) 

4) Roxy pizzeria event (Only if the MC is interested in Roxy) 

5) Sara cinema event (Only if the MC is interested in Sara) 

 

Carol serious talk. Little conversation while working 

1) If you insisted that Carol tell you about her affair with Abby in the previous update  

nothing 

2) If not  + 3 CAROL and sex scene with her 

 

Yuki erotic massage #3. Little conversation while working 

Only + 1 YUKI, this is just a connecting scene between past events and future story 

 

Ashley want to know about sex stuff. 

1) Accept  the MC will become a sex mentor for her 

2) Decline  The MC will not become a sex mentor for her, but Ashley will not return to the 

sorority 

If you accept her offer: 

1) Why do you need this?  If MC knows about Ashley’s virginity  - 1 ASHLEY 

2) Why me?  + 1 ASHLEY 

3) What exactly do you want? (End)  + 1 ASHLEY 

 

 

 

 



 

Roxy pizzeria event. Roxy says: “I haven't got time for this. Make your order.” 

1) Have some fun  + 1 LUST  Be a rought guy  + 1 Roxy hard submission 

                Be a nice guy  + 1 ROXY 

2) Make an order  + 1 INTELLIGENCE and + 2 ROXY 

Conversation at the table: 

1) How long have you worked here?  + 1 ROXY 

2) About her previous job  + 1 ROXY 

3) About her clothes  “Yes, this outfit is shit!”  + 1 LUST 

                           “No, you look great!”  + 1 ROXY 

4) About her piercing  “That's too bad”  nothing 

                                                “You're looking good”  + 1 ROXY 

5) We should meet more often (only if “Roxy hard sub” < 2)  + 1 ROXY 

 

Sara cinema event. + 1 SARA anyway 

In the cinema: “Time flew by unnoticed…” 

1) Love route  Jump to “Sara after cinema” 

2) Friend route  nothing 

 

Sara after cinema. Sara says: “I mean to dress somehow differently? Like Ashley, for example?” 

1) Yes  nothing 

2) No  + 1 SARA 

 

Vlad’s group meeting #2 

This is a main story event. At this stage, the game will record what directions you have 

researched for finding compromising material on Pollard. In the next updates, new opportunities 

will open up for MC in each of the open directions. 

Min. directions = 1 

Max. directions = 3 (Only on condition that you don't use cheats, hehe) 

After this event: 

1) If the MC is interested in Roxy  Jump to “First night with Roxy” 

Else  End of the v0.5.5 

 



First night with Roxy. MC thinks: “God dammit... She's all mine!? Really!?” 

1) Rough  + 1 Roxy hard submission and nothing else  End of the v0.5.5 

2) Gentle  Jump to First night with Roxy – Main part 

 

First night with Roxy – Main part. MC thinks: “God dammit... She's all mine!? Really!?” 

1) Kiss Roxy  + 1 ROXY 

2) Blowjob  nothing 

3) Lick her pussy  + 1 ROXY 

4) Fuck her pussy  nothing 

5) Feet  + 1 ROXY 

6) Ass (End)  Lick Roxy's ass  + 1 ROXY 

                Fuck Roxy's ass  nothing 

                                                              Skip anal scene  nothing, skip to “First night with 

Roxy - End” 

Jump to “First night with Roxy - End” 

 

First night with Roxy – End   Best option for Roxy’s story 

 

start of the v0.6.0 
If you're on Roxy's path  Jump to “First morning with Roxy” 

Else  Jump to “0.6.0 free roam” 

First morning with Roxy 

Questions for Roxy: 

1) "Back to work?"  nothing 

2) "Can I stay? "  MC will find out that Roxy lives with her cousin 

3) "You're a little different today”  nothing  

4) "About her care"  nothing  

5) "About her tattoo"  "Nope”  nothing  

                                                              "I like your tattoo”  + 1 ROXY 

6) "End"  + 1 ROXY 

 

 



Before she go to bathroom: 

1) "Ask her for a kiss"  + 1 ROXY LOVE 

2) "Slap her ass"  + 2 LUST 

Jump to “0.6.0 free roam” 

 

0.6.0 free roam. Here you can access the 2nd and 3rd floor of the dorm, as well as several places  

outside the dorm. 

3rd Floor (start): 

- You can go to Carol’s room, if you follow her story – Jump to “0.6.0 Carol” 

- You can meet Ivy (the girl in the striped T-shirt) – nothing special, just some dialogues 

- You can overhear a couple talking about the fraternity – nothing special, just some 

dialogues 

- A few minor details 

2nd Floor: 

- You can go to Sara’s room, if you follow her story – Jump to “0.6.0 Sara” 

- You can go to Nikki’s room and have a talk with her brother Mickey (If you accepted her 

offer of help before the exhibition). This dialogue opens up the opportunity for you to go to her 

studio. 

Other places (menu opens in the end of the second floor): 

- You can go to Nikki’s studio (see requirement above) – Jump to “0.6.0 Nikki” 

- You can go to fraternity house - nothing special, just some dialogues with Eric 

- You can go to gym (END of free roam) – Jump to “0.6.0 Gym” 

 

0.6.0 Carol. Important event! 

If you NOT INSISTED that Carol tell you about her affair with Abby in the 0.5.0 – Jump to 

“0.6.0 Carol GOOD” 

If you INSISTED and you had a date with her but CAROL < 7 and CAROL LOVE = 0 – Jump to 

“0.6.0 Carol BAD” 

If you INSISTED and you hadn’t a date with her (but you let her spend a night in your 

room) and CAROL <= 10 and CAROL LOVE = 0 – Jump to “0.6.0 Carol BAD” 

If you INSISTED and you hadn’t a date with her and CAROL < 15– Jump to “0.6.0 Carol 

BAD” 

 



In other cases  Jump to “0.6.0 Carol GOOD” 

 

 

0.6.0 Carol BAD 

This is the end of the love line with Carol  

 

0.6.0 Carol GOOD 

1) If you had a date with Carol  Jump to “0.6.0 Carol’s teasing” 

2) Else  You can choose to go on a date with Carol or end the relationship with her. In 

any case, these two options are good. 

If you have chosen a date, then just before the end of 0.6.0, jump to “Carol date sex part 

1” (from 0.3.5) 

 

0.6.0 Carol’s teasing. Carol says: “(Whisper) Goddammit, why does Mallory always give me 

such small tops?” 

1) Say a lewd remark  + 1 LUST and + 1 CAROL 

2) Keep silence  nothing 

 

0.6.0 Sara 

1) If you chose a Friends path in the cinema  + 1 SARA 

2) If you chose a Love path in the cinema  + 1 SARA and + 1 SARA again if you're still 

Rachel's assistant 

 

0.6.0 Nikki 

+ 1 NIKKI anyway and + 1 NIKKI / + 1 LUST if you’re choose “Ask about last year's drawings” 

 

0.6.0 Gym 

1) If you agreed to help Ashley with her study of sex stuff  + 1 STRENGHT and Jump to 

“0.6.0 Gym with Ashley” 

2) Else  + 2 STRENGHT and jump to “0.6.0 End” 

 

 

 



 

0.6.0 Gym with Ashley 

+ 1 ASHLEY anyway 

Questions for Ash: 

1) " About studying"  + 1 ASHLEY 

2) "About cheerleading squad "  nothing 

3) "About Ash and Carol relations”  nothing  

4) "About sex 'lessons' "  nothing  

5) "End"  Jump to “0.6.0 Second sex lesson for Ashley” 

 

0.6.0 Second sex lesson for Ashley. Ashley says: “No... I'm not done yet...” 

+ 1 ASHLEY anyway 

1) Ask her to show you her breasts  + 1 LUST and + 2 ASHLEY 

2) Else  + 1 INTELLIGENCE 

Jump to “0.6.0 End” 

 

0.6.0 End 

1) If you have already had a date with Carol in version 0.3.5  End of the v0.6.0 

2) Else  Jump to “Carol date sex part 1” (from 0.3.5) and after that End of the v0.6.0 

  



 

start of the v0.6.5 
1) If you have already had a date with Carol in version 0.3.5  Jump to “Morning lecture” 

2) If you postponed a date for the first time and agreed to it in the last update  you will 

have a small morning scene with Carol (same as in v0.3.5) 

3) If you are not developing a relationship with Carol  Jump to “Morning lecture” 

 

Morning lecture 

There are three possible scenarios:  

1) the MC missed Rachel (new history teacher) 

2) the MC is in a relationship with Rachel (a little conflict between Rachel and Fergus + a 

little conversation with Rachel after her lesson) 

3) the MC helped Rachel with her husband, but no longer develops a relationship with her 

(part of the dialogues from the previous version of the event) 

 

This event won't give you any points, it's just part of the overall plot 

 

After “Morning lecture” 

If you found information about “Melkor Ind” for Vlad  A little phone chat with Vlad and 

after that jump to “Meeting with Kim in the office” 

If not, but are you still communicating with Yuki  Jump to “0.6.5 Yuki” 

If not, but you attend Natalie's training sessions  Jump to “0.6.5 Natalie” 

If not, but you're developing a relationship with Rachel  Jump to “0.6.5 Rachel” 

If not, but you're developing a relationship with Sara  Jump to “0.6.5 Sara” 

Further on this walkthrough, these events will follow the same sequence 

If none of this fits your current playthrough  End of the v0.6.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Meeting with Kim in the office 

(This’s the first opportunity to get dirt on William Pollard. You need to find information 

about Melkor Ind in advance for Vlad to get access to this event) 

1) If the MC didn't meet Kim at the club  he won't get dirt on Pollard in this direction 

2) If MC met Kim, but managed to screw up with her (refused her at the first meeting or 

answered Sara's call during sex with Kim)  he won't get dirt on Pollard in this direction 

3) In other cases, jump to “Meeting with Kim in the office – main part” and you'll get dirt on 

the “Melkor Ind” direction 

Hint how to do it better: if you’re develop a relationship with Sara, Ashley and Kim!: When 

Vlad gives MC the car keys and you have a choice to ride right away or go to the club (and 

fuck Kim), choose the first option (or the second option, but refuse to have sex with Kim. 

She'll be upset at first, but everything will be fine in the future). In these cases, you will help 

Sara and keep the relationship with Ashley as well, but at the same time, you do not spoil 

the relationship with Kimberly. 

 

Meeting with Kim in the office – main part 

If you get to this point, then in the next updates you are guaranteed to get dirt on Pollard 

from the “Melkor Ind” direction. But you have two options for that: 

1) "Go down on Kim"  + 1 LUST, + 1 KIM 

2) "Don't"  + 2 INTELLIGENCE 

 

0.6.5 Yuki 

In the beginning of this event, you have to witness a little swearing between Carol and Yuki: 

+1 YUKI in any way. 

After that, there will be a conversation with Yuki in a café. 

1) "About her studies"  + 1 YUKI 

2) "About massage sessions"  nothing 

3) "About cheerleading"  + 1 YUKI 

4) "About Mallory"  nothing 

5) "End"  Jump to the next event from the list above 

 



If you had “Meeting with Kim in the office”, then you will have a little phone conversation 

with Vlad again. No points, just a plot dialogue. 

 

 

0.6.5 Natalie (Another training session) 

1) "Ask about her work" + 1 NATALIE 

2) "Ask about Roxy" (If you are developing a relationship with Roxy)  nothing 

3) "Ask about Mallory" (If you agreed to train with her and Natalie)  + 1 NATALIE 

4) "Ask about future trainings"  + 1 NATALIE 

5) "End"  + 1 NATALIE, + 1 STRENGTH 

 

0.6.5 Rachel (Important event) 

First you will have a dialogue with Rachel: 

1) "About vacation"  + 1 RACHEL 

2) "Working here again?"  nothing 

3) "About returning to campus"  nothing 

4) "Maybe a massage?"  nothing 

5) "About last time (End)"   

 "Accept"  End relationship with Rachel (Neutral path, you helped her anyway and  

she won’t forget it) 

 "Continue the relationship"  if RACHEL <= 18 End relationship with her (Bad path) 

                                                   if RACHEL > 18  Kiss with her (Good path), + 1 RACHEL 

 

0.6.5 Sara 

+ 1 SARA and a little cuddling with her 

End of the v0.6.5 

 

 

 

  



 

start of the v0.7.0 
This is the entire list of events from v0.7.0 in sequential order. Move along it based on the 

requirements for these events. 

1) If you are developing a relationship with Roxy  Jump to “0.7.0 Between classes” 

2) If you are still developing a romantic relationship with Carol  Jump to “0.7.0 Carol 

before training” 

3) If you had “0.6.0 Second sex lesson for Ashley”  Jump to “0.7.0 Ashley in the girls 

locker room” 

4) If you are still developing a romantic relationship with Sara  Jump to “0.7.0 Sara” 

5) If you are still developing a romantic relationship with Rachel  Jump to “0.7.0 Rachel” 

 

0.7.0 Between classes 

If in the “First night with Roxy” you chose “Rough”  Jump to “0.7.0 Roxy BAD” 

If you chose "Gentle" and agreed to help Nikki with her exhibition  Jump to “0.7.0 Roxy + 

Nikki” 

If you chose "Gentle" and didn’t agree to help Nikki with her exhibition  Jump to “0.7.0 

Roxy GOOD” 

 

0.7.0 Roxy BAD 

The MC will get a good kick in his balls and, most likely, this will be the end of Roxy's 

storyline. 

0.7.0 Roxy + Nikki 

The MC finds out that Nikki and Roxy are good friends and that a year ago Roxy was a naked 

model for Nikki's paintings. 

And after that dialogue jump to “0.7.0 Roxy Sex in the classroom” 

This event opens access to further events with “Roxy and Nikki” side storyline. 

0.7.0 Roxy GOOD 

+ 1 ROXY and nothing more 

 

 

 



0.7.0 Roxy Sex in the classroom 

1) "Cream-pie"  + 1 LUST, + 1 Roxy hard submission 

2) "Cum in Roxy's mouth"  + 2 ROXY 

And + 1 ROXY in the end anyway 

 

0.7.0 Carol before training 

+ 1 CAROL 

and if you chose "Lick her feet" during the date with Carol  Jump to “0.7.0 Carol 

footjob” 

 

0.7.0 Carol footjob 

+ 1 CAROL 

 

0.7.0 Ashley in the girls locker room 

There's nothing important here, just enjoy the girls. 

After that event you have two options: 

1) If you are developing a romantic relationship with Sara, then first jump to “0.7.0 Sara”, 

and after it ends jump to “0.7.0 Third sex lesson for Ashley”. 

2) if you are not developing a romantic relationship with Sara, then jump to to “0.7.0 

Third sex lesson for Ashley” 

 

0.7.0 Third sex lesson for Ashley 

+ 1 ASHLEY 

 

0.7.0 Sara 

+ 1 SARA 

 

0.7.0 Rachel 

+ 1 RACHEL 

End of the v0.7.0 

 

 



 

PVU Pics comments 
Carol cheerleader outfit photo: “Carol, this outfit suits you.”  + 1 CAROL 

Roxy in the gym: “You have a flawless figure.”  + 1 ROXY  

Ashley with Carol and Yuki: “I wish you to achieve...”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Yuki in massage room: “Wow! It's cool. I also did…”  + 1 YUKI 

Natalie in the gym: “Eric is telling the truth…”  + 1 NATALIE 

Abby hugs Carol: “Don't be fooled …”  + 1 CAROL 

Rachel sitting at the table: “All these awards are…”  + 1 RACHEL 

Ashley in sexy dress: “Just look at this beauty…”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Sara in her room: “Come on, Sara. Ashley…”  + 1 SARA 

Nikki on the bed: “Damn... Gorgeous little devil.”  + 1 NIKKI 

Nude Roxy in the fitness studio: “Hey, Roxy. When is the next session?”  + 1 ROXY 

Ashley in cheerleader outfit: “Wow! Carol's got a serious competitor :D”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Tired Carol on the bed (only if you have POINT #2): “Carol, why are you being…”  + 1 CAROL 

Marco in basketball uniform (only if you have POINT #3):  

                   “Carol, can you show me”  + 1 CAROL 

                                                         “Ashley, can you show me your new uniform?”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Nikki at the art studio: “Hey Nikki. Do you need help yet?”  + 1 NIKKI 

Yuki and Carol “BFF”: “Lovely girls.”  + 1 YUKI and + 1 CAROL 

Natalie “Do not forget that…”:  

“Nat, maybe there could be…”  + 1 NATALIE 

“Roxy, you don't have you…”  + 1 ROXY 

Sara second photo (Tennis): “Nikki, you're absolutely right!”  + 1 SARA 

Ashley show new cheerleaders outfit: “Nice outfit, Ash!”  + 1 ASHLEY 

 

 

 

 

 

  



PVU Chat 
Ashley 

Ashley about cheerleading:  “Wow. Thanks for the offer. I'd love to come.”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Ashley after party:  “Good morning. Do you even remember…?”  - 1 ASHLEY 

                                “Good morning. How are you feeling …?”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Ashley send photo in cheerleader uniform:  “Hey. Damn, this uniform…”  + 1 ASHLEY 

Rachel 

Rachel thanks you for your help: “Rachel, if you need me...”  + 1 RACHEL 

Next day after party: Any message  + 1 RACHEL 

Next day after 1st event with Rachel ex-husband: “Morning, Rachel. How…”  + 1 RACHEL 

Carol 

First Carol message: “Aww... Is this a date?”  + 1 CAROL 

First Carol message: “Aww... Is this a date?”  + 1 CAROL 

Sara 

Sara need help with Ashley at the sorority house: “Yes, of course I will help.”  + 1 SARA 

Message after peeking Ashley at the sorority house: “I went to get Ashley, it didn't go very well…” 

 + 1 SARA 

Message next day after party: “Hey. How are you doing after the party?”  + 1 SARA 

Natalie 

Message after first private training: Any message  + 1 NATALIE 

Roxy 

After shower sex: “Roxy... You're just something.”  + 1 ROXY 

After party sex: “Hey, my favorite fuck-buddy.”  - 1 ROXY 

                                                   “Morning, Roxy. How are you doing after yesterday?”  + 1 ROXY 

Yuki 

When Carol and Ashley left: Any message  + 1 YUKI 

Next day after 1st massage for Yuki: “Hey, how are you? Meet me at the massage parlor today?” 

 + 1 YUKI 

v0.6.0 

Depending on who you are developing a relationship with, you can write a message to Rachel, 

Carol, Yuki and Natalie. These messages are not important for the plot, but they give you + 1 

relationship point with each of the heroines. 



 

v0.6.5 

If you are developing a relationship with Roxy and you weren't too hard on her on your first hot 

night, then she will send you a message "Morning. How ya doing after last…". Answer her before the 

end of this day and get + 1 ROXY.  



PVU LEWD (How do I unlock it?) 
1 - Unlocks on the morning of the 6th day. (Morning after party) 

2 and 3 - Shopping with Carol. She should show you her lingerie. 

4 - Carol said she needed to go away for a couple of days. Don't insist that she spend a little 

time with you before she leave. 

5 and 6 - The morning after you have sex with Roxy at the party, you should text her. She will 

respond with a couple of sexy photos (and 2 extra photo will unlocks in PVU Lewd). 

7 and 7a – Play with Roxy’s ass a little (campus free roam) 

8 - Play with Roxy’s ass a little and show who's in charge here (campus free roam) 

9 - An evening at Rachel's apartment. Give her a thighs massage and listen to what she'll do in 

the bathroom after that. 

10 – Peek on Rachel at her apartment after shower 

11 – Seduce Emma in hospital 

12 - Protect Rachel from her husband and make her breakfast 

13 - Keep looking at Rachel as her towel slips off her torso 

14 - Do your first erotic massage Yuki 

15 - Take off your shorts for your second experimental workout with Natalie 

16 – You need 2 “Carol ORGASMS” (see Carol date events) 

18 - Unlocks on the morning after 1st date with Carol. 

19 – “Don't disturb Roxy” while she suck MC’s dick on the lecture 

20 – Choose “I like the new style” about new Roxy modest clothes 

21 – Give Kim another cunnilingus in the club lounge 

22 – Complete sex scene with Kim in the club’s bathroom 

23 – Peek on the Rachel in the “Looking for dirt on the president #1” event 

24 – Watch the video call with Roxy to the end 

25 – Complete “Yuki erotic massage #2” 

26 – Complete “Rachel clothing shop” 

27 – Stay the night with a drunk Rachel 

28 – Complete “Rachel nude massage” with 5 massage points 

29 – Complete “Rachel nude massage” 

30 – Lick Mary ass in the “Sasha second payment” 

31 – Complete “Carol and Yuki little secret” 



32 – Choose “Cool” in the “Ashley new cheerleader outfit” 

33 – Complete “Ashley with the girls on the locker room” 

34 – Accept the offer in the “Natalie and Mallory yoga session” 

35 – Peek on the Ashley in the “Looking for dirt on the president #2” event 

v0.5.5 

36 – Complete “Rachel sex massage #1” 

37 – Complete “Carol serious talk” with sex 

38 – Complete “Yuki erotic massage #3” 

39 – “Be a nice guy” in the “Roxy pizzeria event” 

40 – Complete “Sara cinema event” 

41 – Choose all options in the “First night with Roxy – Main part” 

v0.6.0 

42 – Complete “First morning with Roxy” 

43 – Complete “0.6.0 Carol’s teasing” 

44 – Meet Ivy 

45 – Complete the Love Path variant of the “0.6.0 Sara” 

46 – Complete “0.6.0 Gym with Ashley” 

47 – Ask Ashley to show you her breast in the “0.6.0 Second sex lesson for Ashley” 

v0.6.5 

18 – If you went on a date with Carol in the previous update 

48 – Complete “Meeting with Kim in the office – main part” with eating Kim’s pussy 

49 – Complete “Meeting with Kim in the office – main part” without eating Kim’s pussy 

50 – Complete “0.6.5 Yuki”, part with Carol 

51 – Complete “0.6.5 Natalie” 

52 – Complete “0.6.5 Rachel (Good path)” 

53 – Complete “0.6.5 Sara” 

v0.7.0 

54 – Complete “0.7.0 Roxy + Nikki” 

55 – Complete “0.7.0 Roxy sex in the classroom” 

56 – Complete “0.7.0 Carol footjob” 

57 – Complete “0.7.0 Sara” 

58 – Complete “0.7.0 Third sex lesson for Ashley” 

59 – Complete “0.7.0 Rachel” 



EXTRA SCENES (How do I unlock it?) 

These scenes are only available in the notebook in the "Extras" tab. 
1 - Shopping with Carol. She should show you her lingerie. 

2 – Stay in Kim’s apartment after sex with her. 

3 - Seduce Emma in hospital 

4 - An evening at Rachel's apartment. Give her a thighs massage 

5 - Take off your shorts for your second experimental workout with Natalie 

6 - You need 2 “Carol ORGASMS” (see Carol date events) 

7 - “Don't disturb Roxy” while she suck MC’s dick on the lecture 

8 - Complete sex scene with Kim in the club’s bathroom 

9 - “Don't disturb Roxy” while she suck MC’s dick on the lecture 

10 - Complete “Carol date” and send her a message at the start of v0.4.5 (the day after the 

scene with Sara in the pool locker room) 

11 - Lick Mary ass in the “Sasha second payment” 

12 - Complete “Carol and Yuki little secret” 

v0.5.5 

13 - Complete “Carol serious talk” with sex 

14 - Start “First night with Roxy – End” 

v0.6.0 

15 - Complete “First morning with Roxy” 

16 - Complete “0.6.0 Second sex lesson for Ashley” 

v0.6.5 

17 - Complete “0.6.5 Yuki” 

18 - Complete “0.6.5 Natalie” 

v0.7.0 

19 - Complete “0.7.0 Roxy + Nikki” 

20 - Complete “0.7.0 Third sex lesson for Ashley” 

 

 

 

 

 


